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About This Game

Lone Wolf is a game to become a captain of the space warship “Lone Wolf”, like Captain Harlock of Arcadia or Yamato of
Space Battleship to experience of a space battle opera.

Point 1 : Strategic turret installation according to the characteristics of the enemy gas

You will fall into the charm of a gun that emits a powerful firepower toward the enemies, and you will be attracted by the
various charms of the space warship “Lone Wolf”.

Various turrets installed on space battleships

Turrets (turrets) that are installed in a battleship are divided into a physical system and an optical system. You can operate a
tactical battle by installing turrets (turrets) that match the type and nature of the enemies the appearance.

Point 2 : Strengthening and Growing the Skills

Space Battleship Yamato's Skill Wave with the space battleship Lone Wolf's skill to show off the enough power to change the
battle board

Plasma flare / Energy shield / Hyper booster

It has a plasma flare skill that generates powerful energy waves within a certain range around a space warship of Lone Wolf, and
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an energy shield that reduces damage by creating a shield on a warship, and a hyper booster skill that increases the movement
speed of a certain time of period.

Contents

Mission

3 chapter & Extra mission total 40 mission

Survival

Survival is Infinite play content. Staying for a long time from the enemies.

Play Tip!!

Users should attack enemies, keeping proper distance from them!!

Enemies that are appeared would approach toward the battleship to damage it.

Radar plays the role as a device to show from which direction enemies are approaching to the battleship. With Radar's help,
users get to notice a route from which enemies are closing in on the battleship and then move against from a route that enemies

approach.

While enemies are coming near to attack the battleship, users could gain time as well as secure the time to subdue enemies.
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Title: Battleship Lonewolf
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
WolfShipGames Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
WolfShipGames Co., Ltd.
Release Date: 23 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 7 or higher

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D Card with 512MB video memory

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: NA

English,French,Italian,Japanese,Korean,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Graphics are really tight, the music is catchy, and the gameplay is overall a lot of fun. I like that despite there being set
progression of zones, the map generation algorithm shuffles the items needed for progression and hazards (ie "hot zones") to
make replaying the game more interesting.

The biggest complaints I have are that the controls feel a little off, some of the subweapons feel useless, and it's somewhat
annoying trying to find secret blocks in rooms that are marked with an unfound item. I hope to see those points get addressed,
but the game is a lot of fun regardless.. Duckhunt meets terminator, has baby raised by Carl from Slingblade. The only bad thing
about this game is after playing a round, my index finger feels like I'm sixteen and just got home from a highschool prom.. The
game is fun, challenging and the music is great.. Decent, though absolutely useless.. Having used this I like the layout, but the
issues I have had (brush lag, no view manipulator, and that this was released with these issues.) make this software well not
worth the price. After some more time in the QA department maybe but until then if you are looking for an improvement over
'comicado' look elsewhere.. Fun, hard, and frustrating, if those are things you enjoy then give this a try.
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Lake Ridden was a lovely surprise while it lasted. The story was engaging and a nice mix of voiceover and eerie journals and
other things to read. It has a very distinct Myst feel even though the world is a bit more comprehensible. The puzzles are mostly
challenging and rewarding, although I found it was easy to guess on a couple toward the end that took away from that a little.

The music is deceptively light at times, but it introduces this great dynamic of making you feel comfortable as if you're wrapped
in its familiarity and then shattering that when you hear some wild animal screeching out in the woods. Maybe it's not for
everyone, but it worked for me and was a nice change of pace from the "this is a spooky game, and you're going to know it"
motif and was a pleasant surprise that it was.

That's the other thing; this game has a horror element to it. There are a few jump scares, but mostly it comes from a scary and
ominous atmosphere. Mainly, this is thanks to the storyline and the loneliness of walking around this once inhabited desolate
world.

Now, minor spoilers here, so if you plan to play this to experience it yourself (and you should), then stop reading and give it a
go. This is also where pretty much my only gripe is. The game starts pretty linearly, go here, figure out how to open this door,
rinse and repeat. Then the game opens up and lets you walk around this abandoned town, in some of the buildings, and a
mansion on the hill (which you revisit from time to time). I felt like after the second or third time backtracking between the two
and spending 30 or so minutes to solve a puzzle, the pace slowed too much, especially in the later game. At a certain point I just
wanted to figure things out or have another major plot point introduced, but instead, I felt like I was spinning my wheels and
hoping for the end instead of enjoying it. And that's the other thing; the game is kind of short. It took me 7 hours to complete in
two sittings. It's not that it needed to be longer and again, it would have called for a new plot point to make it worthwhile, but I
would love to have seen another new area and have different puzzle variety to tackle. Perhaps this could be solved with DLC,
where you can play a different storyline in the same world. I'm not sure of the dev's plans for the games, but one could only
hope.

I also had a glitch where I stopped playing after the  basement  area, and when I came back the game wouldn't trigger the next
objective, so I had to replay the previous chapter to fix it. I'm sure not everyone will encounter this, but worth mentioning. Also,
don't look at the chapter selection if you don't want to know where you go next. For some reason it lists all the areas of the game
even if you haven't gotten that far yet.

In summary and gripes aside, this game is absolutely worth playing if you like atmosphere puzzlers with an engaging story. The
price may be high for some but at the very least add it to your wishlist and buy it on sale and prepare to immerse yourself in its
bleak and gorgeous world.. Two things :
- Farting animals.
- Making the dog run in the world map is so relaxing.

Worth it.. I really wanted to like this one. I really did. But this story just isn't at the same level of quality as others that Choice
Of Games has released. I understand that this is under the Hosted Games label, but it's not even close. I own almost all of the
COG games on steam, and this is the only one that has regularly made my choices feel forced and meaningless. This is also the
only story that has regularly failed to provide me with the choice that I thought was the correct decision for the situation.
Things you need to know:
- Part of a planned trilogy. Nowhere on the store page does it say this.
- Incomplete story (Not even the story arc in this chapter is fully resolved and nothing is really wrapped up. It just...)
- Inconsistent quality. (Some spelling and grammar mistakes. Most of the problems are strange writing problems like scenes that
are out of order or contradict things stated in previous paragraphs in the same scene.)
- Several choices require knowledge from previous plays to make the "right" choice.
- Many choices have unclear consequences.. Just to start off, I think the Sherman Hill route felt more scenic and enjoyable that
this. I very quickly ran through most of the route and was seemingly accurate (Judging only from Train Maps Live) but the only
thing you really get to see most of the time is the roads\/highways and they are roughly put together (Some roads going to\/over
the crossing aren\u2019t even correct and 1 or 2 crossing(s) have cars that spawn right in front of them and driving over
regardless if the crossing gates are closed). All scenarios function correctly, the driver cabs, train exterior and passenger view
look good and sounds are quality. Now getting the biggest bundle for this route (Giving me 3 more trains with 3 scenarios each)
did give me more to do, but it didn\u2019t feel completely worth getting the extra DLC cause the only thing i\u2019ve sort of
found \u201cworth\u201d is the P42DC Amtrak loco\/cars you get with this. In the end even though it\u2019s Miami and the
map has some good effort but the scenarios make it feel bland to me (Even the \u201cFlorida Storm\u201d scenario isn\u2019t
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to eventful\u2026 it just rains for a while causing no dilemmas which isn\u2019t what I expected from the first time playing it)..
A very well made board-like strategy game. Pick your favorite spacey soundtrack, grab a cup of tea and sit back and enjoy
trying to figure out how to meet the victory condition before the AI opponents do.

If the game looks too slow for you don't worry: you can reduce the timer on all messages so they go by faster, or press "X" to
instantly close a pop-up message, which really speed things up.
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